
Benefits: 
 
Supports requirements for mixed  
mode and repetitive environments 
 
 

Universal interface works with  
multiple data collection devices 
for automated upload into JAMS 
 
 
Supplies a solution for unique  
packaging and complex labeling  
requirements 
 
 
Allows for a single production order 
to be routed through multiple locations 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Advanced  
Manufacturing 

“When Manufacturing is Your Business™” 

Since manufacturing requirements might vary from  
company to company, JAAS Systems developed the  
Advanced Manufacturing module to address the unique 
needs of specific manufacturers. 

The Repetitive Production Reporting screen 
quickly and easily reports production without 
entering a formal production order. 

Supports the two ways 
to account for the costs.   



     Advanced Manufacturing Module 
 
 

 
 
 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
  
 
          
         
        About JAMS 
        JAMS is a series of manufacturing modules that directly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics® SL.  Designed and built around  
        Microsoft SQL Server, the system accommodates powerful reporting and customer inquiry capabilities.  JAMS provides your 
        company with detailed visibility into the manufacturing functions of your business.  For more information about JAMS please  
        visit www.jaas.net.   
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 Backflushing  Lot/Serial Tracking  Bar Code Interface  Multi-Site  
Manufacturing 

 Repetitive Production  
Reporting 

 Repetitive Labor 
Entry 

 Repetitive Materials 
Release 

 Advanced Packaging 
Requirements 

 External Production  
Order Interface 

 Supports Multiple 
Costing Methods 

 Production Performance 
Analysis 

 Multiple Finished Items 
on a Production Order 

Creates packaging  
specifications. 

Shows the status  
of the batch. 


